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Abstract

BACKGROUND
Kinship groups can have considerable importance (e.g., generational support, inheritance,
and information for key life events). During demographic transitions, kinship networks
are reshaped by changes in mortality and fertility rates.

OBJECTIVE
This paper analyzes consanguineous and female kin and explores the effect on the size
and structure of living kin before and after a demographic transition. We compute the
kinship network of a female individual with average demographic traits (here called the
Focal) at all ages but focus on only demographically dense ages (age 15 to 39).

METHODS
The analysis uses a time-invariant model (Caswell 2019) to calculate the expected number
of living kin using fertility and mortality rates. We use three examples (China, India,
and Japan) with fertility and mortality from World Population Prospect 2019, based on
empirical data.

CONCLUSIONS
We highlight two key results. First, at a demographically dense age of the Focal, the
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maximum expected number of living aunts, sisters, or daughters is approximately the net
reproductive rate R0 (linear), while the number of living cousins is approximately R0

2

(quadratic). Second, such effects on kinship size depend on the magnitude of fertility
change and on the age-pattern of changes in mortality. And the effects of fertility and
mortality on the number of kin are not additive.

CONTRIBUTION
This paper shows a simple relationship between demographic transition and kinship size,
which makes it possible to estimate kinship size based on the net reproductive rate. The
quadratic relationship between the number of certain kin (e.g., cousins, nieces) and the
net reproductive rate is informative but not a priori obvious.

1. Introduction

Kinship networks describe consanguineous and affinal relationships among groups of
people. Compared to other types of networks, a kinship network is more close-knit as kin
are likely to know one another, and relationships with and among close kin are relatively
permanent (Bott 1971). In modern societies, kinship groups wield considerable influence
on different demographic aspects, such as inheritance (Zagheni and Wagner 2015) and
intergenerational support (Jiang 1995; Wachter 1997). Moreover, in traditional societies,
kinship networks act as the most substantive and reliable sources of information pertain-
ing to an individual’s life decisions – such as finding a job, a mate, or a place to live
(Murray, Rankin, and Magill 1981; Bian 1997; Krackhardt, Nohria, and Eccles 2003).
Analyses of kinship networks also have applications for other fields, such as medicine,
psychology, and criminology. For instance, Verdery et al. (2020) examine the medical
and psychological implications of kin loss during the COVID-19 pandemic. Erlich et al.
(2018) investigate a technique for identifying criminal suspects by constructing an in-
dividual’s kinship network based on genomic data. Furthermore, on a national level,
kinship studies provide relevant insights for economic and social changes and serve as a
guide to policy-making (e.g., policies regarding economic, social, and medical support
for the elderly). These policies are often examined without regard to kin support (e.g.,
papers in Tuljapurkar, Ogawa, and Gauthier (2010)), but kinship status clearly matters.
For example, Verdery and Margolis (2017) project a dramatic increase in the size of older
adults with no living close kin. This population is more likely to experience health is-
sues, which raises new challenges to related policies and should be taken into account in
policy-making.

Vital rates (i.e., fertility and mortality rates), determine portions of kinship networks
in contrasting ways – reduced fertility leads to fewer kin being born, whereas reduced
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mortality leads to fewer kin being lost. Over the last century, the global demographic
transition has thus far led to declines in both fertility and mortality rates, and this transi-
tion appears to be still ongoing (Lee 2003). Some general characteristics of the change
in kinship networks have been summarized in previous studies. For example, Wachter
(1997) puts forward the notion that contemporary societies – coming out of the demo-
graphic transition – are in a unique scenario with high overlap between children and
grandchildren. Moreover, Bengtson (2001) uses the analogy of a beanpole to describe the
kinship networks under fertility and mortality decline (i.e., a family structure in which
the shape is long and thin, with more family generations alive but with fewer members in
each generation). Using survey data and microsimulation, Verdery (2015) also finds that
small differences in the demographic transition lead to substantial differences on kinship
networks and levels of community connectivity through kinship.

Here we advance the study of kinship networks under demographic transitions, fo-
cusing on both numbers and age structure of female consanguineous kin (e.g., mother,
aunts, sisters, daughters). Instead of microsimulations, we use formal demographic meth-
ods to dissect the separate contributions to kinship networks of age-pattern and levels of
change in fertility and mortality. Note that in this paper, we are using the kinship termi-
nology in the American English context as other languages and cultures may recognize
kin types differently. We will use the term ‘kinship size’ to the number of individuals
aggregating over age in some kin category (e.g., the number of daughters) or the total
number of kin in a kinship network. We will try to carefully specify whether we refer to
living kin at some age x of the Focal, to the sum of living and dead kin ever born up to
age x, or to some other aspect of the kinship network.

Qualitatively, when only fertility changes, kinship size should be related to the total
fertility rate (TFR). When both mortality and fertility change, the net reproductive rate
(R0), which is the expected number of daughters that a woman will have after considering
both her fertility and survival, is the simplest measure of eventual expected numbers of
kin – that is, the expected number of kin who will ever be born (Pullum 1982). For
example, the eventual expected number of daughters for a female equals R0 and the
eventual expected number of granddaughters through female lines of descent equals R0

2.
When there is a decrease in R0 from 4 to 1, the eventual expected number of daughters
will decline from 4 to 1, while the number of granddaughters will decrease quadratically
from 16 to 1, which is a much more dramatic change than that of daughters. Thus we
expect, first that the magnitude of R0 determines the size of the kinship network when
vital rates are constant, and second that in a demographic transition the relative magnitude
of changes in R0 determines the relative magnitude of the size of kinship networks.

We examine the eventual effects of demographic transitions by comparing kinship
networks before a transition with those after a transition. For a given female, if we con-
sider only kin who are alive when she is at a certain age range, what is the relationship
between changing vital rates and kinship size? Given changes in mortality and fertility,
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do the two vital rates have independent impacts on kinship? How do the absolute and
relative magnitudes of demographic transitions affect kinship networks?

We answer these questions by computing the kinship network under different mor-
tality and fertility schedules. Previous studies compute kinship ties using demographic
models. Goodman, Keyfitz, and Pullum (1974) calculate the expected numbers of kin of
a focal individual of a specified age using a system of integral equations. Caswell (2019)
takes a different approach, treating the kin of each type of a focal individual (referred to
as the Focal) as a population and projecting that population using matrix operations. The
latter method provides not only the numbers but also the age or age-stage distribution
of the kin, and both living and dead kin. This approach has been extended to multi-
state, time-varying, and two-sex models (Caswell 2020; Caswell and Song 2021; Caswell
2022). Another recent paper by Coste et al. (2021) provides a general way to calculate
the kinship size and structure of a focal individual. However, the method by Coste et al.
(2021) is more complicated as it accommodates animals that have large litter sizes and
needs further modifications to account for dead kin.

In this paper, we use Caswell (2019)’s method to calculate kinship networks under a
time-invariant assumption. We use the time-invariant assumption in this study for several
reasons. First, we aim to examine the effects of the magnitude of demographic transition
rather than the speed. Second, our assumption allows us to examine how differences in
the level of vital rates determine the nature of kinship networks: In other words, we an-
alyze comparative statics. Third, calculations based on a time-invariant model are useful
in the same way as calculations of period life expectancy, period total fertility rate, or any
other period-based calculation. Period indicators provide useful insights and are among
the most commonly calculated and widely reported statistics in demography. Even in a
transitional context, our assumption is similar to that underlying the Keyfitz analysis of
population momentum (Keyfitz 1971). We acknowledge that this time-invariant assump-
tion also has some limitations. For example, the assumption works well for countries
with a slow demographic transition but not for those with a fast transition. The effect of
different speeds of demographic transitions on kinship networks can be captured using
only a time-varying model.

We analyze kinship networks in Japan, India, and China as these three countries
fall in different regimes of demographic transition and could serve as typical examples.
From 1950 to 2020, Japan’s fertility and mortality decreased to a low level. According
to United Nations (2019), Japan’s TFR declined from a relatively high value (2.96) to
almost the lowest value in the world (1.37). With consistent survival improvement in
Japan, life expectancy at birth (e0) increased from 62.8 to 84.43 and now is among the
highest level in the world. Future mortality reduction in Japan will mainly happen at
old ages. During the same period, India’s fertility and mortality declined moderately but
still remained relatively high: TFR stayed above the replacement level (2.1) (decreased
from 5.9 to 2.24), and e0 is below 70 (increased from 36.98 to 69.27). For China, both
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fertility and mortality underwent a significant decline and have reached a relatively low
level. As a result of both policy intervention and socioeconomic development, China’s
TFR decreased from 6.11 to 1.69. Meanwhile, due to remarkable survival improvements
at young ages, e0 increased from 43.83 to 76.62.

From our model, we get the expected number of different types of living, or both
living and dead, kin as a function of the age of the Focal. However, we mainly focus
on kin when the Focal is at demographically dense ages (defined as age 15 to 39). The
number and structure of living kin during these young adult years are of great importance
as many key life cycle events (such as education, marriage, work) occur during this period
(Rindfuss 1991).

We first present the size and age structure of kinship networks (only living kin) over
time in China, India, and Japan. Then we examine the effect of demographic transitions
on kinship size and focus on the effect for different types of kin, for different countries,
and of different changing magnitudes of vital rates. Finally, we test hypotheses (stated
below) on the quantitative relationship between demographic transition and kinship size.

2. Kinship model and hypotheses

2.1 Kinship model

We use Caswell (2019)’s method to compute the expected number of living and dead kin
of the Focal as a function of the ages of the Focal and of its kin directly from the mortality
and fertility rates. Here, we briefly describe this time-invariant kinship model in Caswell
(2019). Let U be a matrix with age-specific survival probabilities on the subdiagonal and
F a matrix with age-specific fertility rates on the first row and zeros elsewhere. Define
k(x) as a vector containing the age structure of some type of kin at age x of the Focal.
As individuals survive and reproduce, the dynamics of k(x) are given by

k(x+ 1) = Uk(x) + β(x), and (1)

k(0) = k0. (2)

The first term Uk(x) represents the survival of the kin from age x to x + 1. The
second term β(x) accounts for the addition of new individuals. For some types of kin,
no new individuals are possible and β(x) is zero (e.g., the Focal does not accumulate any
new mothers). For other types of kin, new individuals are produced by the fertility of
other types of kin (e.g., new granddaughters are produced by the fertility of daughters).
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An initial condition k0 is added to specify the kin that the Focal has at her birth (e.g., the
Focal has no daughters at birth but may have older sisters).

The vector k(x) includes only living kin, called as kliving(x) in the later text. This
can be extended to include living and dead kin by defining a block-structured vector as

k̃(x) =

(
kliving
kdead

)
(x), (3)

which contains the age distribution of living kin at age x and the age distribution of
accumulated dead kin up to age x. The matrix U is replaced by the block-structured
matrix

Ũ =

(
U 0
M I

)
, (4)

where M is a mortality matrix with probabilities of death on the diagonal and zeros
elsewhere, and I is an identity matrix.

Equation 55 of Caswell (2019) defines the initial condition for such calculations as,
in our notation here,

k̃(0) =

(
kliving
0

)
(0) (5)

because the calculations there were intended to describe the loss of kin actually expe-
rienced by the Focal during her lifetime. Here, we include in the initial condition the
deaths of kin that happened before the Focal’s birth and were thus not strictly speaking
experienced by her.

As an example, consider the initial condition for older sisters, m(0) in the notation
of Caswell (2019), which is written there as

m(0) =
∑
i

πia(i), (6)

where πi is the distribution of ages at maternity and a(i) is the vector of the daughters of
the Focal at age i. This is replaced in our calculations by

m̃(0) =
∑
i

πiã(i), (7)

where the tildes indicate that the vectors include both the living and dead kin.
Note that, as written, the model is defined for females and thus gives expected age
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distributions of female kin (e.g., granddaughters) through female lines of descent (e.g.,
granddaughters include daughters of daughters but not daughters of sons).

Our model agrees with Goodman, Keyfitz, and Pullum (1974)’s calculation of kin
ever born. We keep track of kin who died before the birth of the Focal (included in
the initial condition), kin who die during the lifetime of the Focal up to age x, and the
remaining living kin at age x. The sum of the three is the kin ever born in Goodman,
Keyfitz, and Pullum (1974)’s paper. Defining 1n as a vector of length n with all elements
equal to 1, the expected number of kin ever born at age x of the Focal is

k̂(x) = 1T
2ωk̃(x) = 1T

ωkliving(x) + 1T
ωkdead(x), (8)

and the expected number of living kin at age x of the Focal is

k̂living(x) = 1T
ωkliving(x), (9)

where superscript T indicates a transpose.
Since the model assumes time-invariant mortality and fertility rates, in our analysis,

we use ‘Focal’s kinship network in year t’ as a simple version of saying ‘Focal’s kinship
network when we assume that all relatives experience mortality and fertility of year t
through their lives’. Therefore, we do not expect our result to align with the empirical
kinship network of a country in any given year.

In addition, in order to calculate the distribution of ages of the mother of the Focal
when the Focal was born, we follow Goodman, Keyfitz, and Pullum (1974)’s approach
and use the population structure of a stable population. Other distributions could be
substituted for this stable population if desired. See Caswell (2019) for details.

2.2 Previous results on the eventual number of kin

We characterize the demographic transition in terms of net reproductive rate (R0). In the
usual notation (Coale 1972; Caswell 2001; Keyfitz and Caswell 2005) the average fertility
for daughters of a woman of age x is denoted m(x), and the probability of surviving
to age x is denoted l(x). R0 measures the expected number of daughters that would
be born to a female, calculated as

∑
x l(x)m(x). The female-only total fertility rate

TFRf , calculated as TFRf =
∑

x m(x), measures the expected number of daughters
of a female assuming she would survive until the end of reproduction.

Let us now focus on the total, living and dead, number of kin when the Focal’s age
is near the maximum possible age. So we are interested in the number
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Keventual = max
x∈(0,∞)

{k̂(x)}, (10)

where k̂(x) is defined in Equation 8, and includes living and dead kin. Keventual is the
maximum value of the expected number of kin across all ages of the Focal. Goodman,
Keyfitz, and Pullum (1974) analyze this eventual expected number Keventual. They find
that Keventual can be easily computed if one knows the net reproduction rate (R0) and the
eventual expected number of sisters (S) (see Figure 2 in Goodman, Keyfitz, and Pullum
(1974)’s paper). In their calculation, the conditional fertility function is used to calculate
the eventual expected number of kin. For example, to calculate the number of sisters, the
conditional fertility of the mother given that she gave birth to the Focal when she was age
x is needed. Here we have only unconditional/marginal fertility, thus minor adjustments
are needed. By applying marginal fertility to Goodman, Keyfitz, and Pullum (1974)’s
equations, the eventual expected numbers of aunts and sisters are both S, where

R0 ≤ S = Keventual(sisters or aunts) ≤ TFRf . (11)

Since marginal fertility already includes the Focal herself in the calculation of sisters,
S is actually the size of sisterhood. Similarly, the number of aunts includes the mother of
the Focal. Therefore, if the mortality of mother is not included, S is TFRf ; otherwise,
S is R0. However, in the model, the mortality of mother is only partially considered.
For example, the mortality of the Focal’s mother is ignored before the Focal’s birth (to
ensure that the Focal can be born), and only the mortality after that has been considered.
Therefore, here S is between R0 and TFRf .

As nieces and cousins (only first cousins in this analysis) are daughters of aunts and
sisters, respectively, the eventual expected number is

Keventual(nieces or cousins) = S ×R0. (12)

Similarly, the eventual expected number of the Focal’s daughters is

Keventual(daughters) = TFRf , (13)

as the Focal’s mortality is not considered, and that of the Focal’s granddaughters is

Keventual(granddaughters) = TFRf ×R0. (14)
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These results are illustrated in Appendix Figure A-1 and are based on results from Caswell
(2019)’s kinship model.

2.3 Our hypotheses

We already know how to calculate the expected number of living kin at different ages
of the Focal, k̂living(x), from Equation 9. To get a summary indicator for each year, we
need to extract key information across different ages of the Focal. Since this paper focuses
on the Focal of demographically dense ages (ages 15 to 39), we compute the maximum
expected number of living kin when the Focal is at demographically dense ages, denoted
as

K = max
x∈(15,39)

{k̂living(x)}. (15)

Alternatively, we could also use the mean value of the expected number of kin across
demographically dense ages of the Focal. Here we follow Goodman, Keyfitz, and Pullum
(1974) and use the maximum value. As mentioned above, many key life-cycle events
(such as education, marriage, and work) occur during these young adult years (Rindfuss
1991), so the kinship network during this period serves as an important source of infor-
mation and support.

Considering the survival of kin and the limited age range of the Focal of interest, we
hypothesize that

K(aunts or sisters or daughters) ≈ R0, and (16)

K(cousins or nieces) ≈ R0
2. (17)

The approximation will be closer when mortality is low and females complete re-
production early because the ages of the various kin differ. During the demographically
dense ages of the Focal, daughters will be aged approximately 0 to 15, sisters aged 15
to 39, and aunts 39 to 75. Our hypotheses suggest that we may use R0 to measure the
magnitude of the demographic transition. Thus we expect, first, that the magnitude of
R0 determines the size of the kinship network when vital rates are constant, and second,
that in a demographic transition, the relative magnitude of changes in R0 determines the
relative magnitude of the size of kinship networks.
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2.4 Data sources

The vital rates we use to calculate kinship networks are from the World Population
Prospects (United Nations 2019). We collect mortality and fertility rates for China, India,
and Japan every five years from 1950–1955 to 2050–2055, thus including both historical
data and future projections. This provides a total of 21 sets of demographic rates. For
simplicity, we use the beginning years (1950, 1955, 1960, 1965, 1970, etc.) to represent
time periods in the following analyses and figures. Similarly, we use the starting ages (15,
20, 25, etc.) to represent age groups (15 to 19, 20 to 24, 25 to 29, etc.) in the following
figures.

3. Kinship size and structure in China, India, and Japan

From the kinship model, we are able to compute the expected number of living kin at
each age of the Focal. To get an overview of the Focal’s size of kin, we first present
the maximum, over the ages of the Focal, of the expected number of living kin when
the Focal is at demographically dense ages (ages 15 to 39) in China, India, and Japan
across time (see Figure 1). For the Focal’s living mother, this number remains the highest
in Japan and the lowest in India even though the number steadily increases over time in
all three countries. This increase reflects the improvement of survival, evidenced by a
continuous rise in life expectancy at birth (e0) and the probability of surviving to age 15
(l15) of females (see Figure 2).

For the Focal’s other living kin (aunts, sisters, daughters, cousins, and nieces), the
maximum expected numbers share two similarities. First, China and India both show
a peak in kinship size around 1965, while the kin size in Japan generally declines over
time. Second, before the 1970s, China has the highest value for all types of kin, followed
by India and Japan. After the 1970s, the number in China declines below the number in
India. Japan remains the lowest for the entire interval. This difference in kinship size
between the three countries reflects their different demographic transitions. The rapid
decline in China’s kinship size is consistent with the decline in China’s R0. Figure 2
shows that R0 drops about 54% (from 2.6 to 1.2) in China from 1965 to 1980, while
the decrease in India and Japan is only about 10% (from 2.0 to 1.8) and 10% (from 1
to 0.9), respectively. The peak of China’s R0 in 1965 is due to the fertility rebound and
reduced mortality after the Great Famine (from 1959 to 1961). After 1970, the survival
improvement slows down and the fertility decline accelerates as a result of economic
development and family planning policy. The combined change in fertility and survival
leads to a drastic decline in China’s R0, and thus in kinship size.
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Figure 1: The maximum expected number of living kin when Focal is at
demographically dense ages (age 15 to 39), denoted as K, in China,
India, and Japan from 1950 to 2050
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Figure 2: Life expectancy at birth (e0) of females, probability of surviving to
age 15 (l15) of females, female-only total fertility rate (TFRf ), and
net reproduction rate (R0) in China, India, and Japan from 1950
to 2050

Next, we examine the age pattern of kin by analyzing the expected number of living
kin at different ages of the Focal in 1950 and 2010 (see Figure 3). We find that the age
pattern of each generation of kin is similar. For kin of the Focal’s previous generation
(mother and aunts), the expected number monotonically decreases to 0 with the Focal’s
age because it is less likely for the Focal to have new mothers or aunts after she was
born. For kin of the Focal’s own generation (sisters and cousins), the expected number
first increases as new kin continue to appear after the Focal’s birth and then decreases to
around 0. For kin of the Focal’s next generation (daughters and nieces), the increase in
the expected number starts in the Focal’s teen years and subsequently decreases at a much
slower pace.

Figure 3 also shows that the change in the expected number of kin is much more
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gradual with age in 2010 than in 1950. For example, after the Focal reaches age 20, the
expected number of sisters decreases from about 1.8 to 0 in 1950, but only from about
1.1 to 0 in 2010. This difference is a result of the decline in both fertility and mortality
rates. Since the Focal always has a mother when she was born, the expected number of
mothers declines from 1 to 0 due to only mortality, but the decrease is at different paces
between 1950 and 2010.

At the early ages of the Focal, this decrease is slower in 2010 than in 1950, and
this trend reverses when the Focal is at later ages. Moreover, different countries show
different changing patterns. For instance, when the Focal is at age 60 in 1950 (i.e., every
kin and the Focal herself live under the fertility and mortality of 1950 throughout their
whole lives), the probability that she still has a living mother is 5.6%, 5.2%, and 14.8% if
she is in China, India, and Japan, respectively. This between-country difference persists
over time: in 2010, the probability increases to 34%, 26%, and 51% in China, India, and
Japan, respectively. This probability reflects the mortality regime.

Zooming into demographically dense ages (age 15 to 39, shown as the shaded area
in Figure 3), the expected number of sisters and cousins reaches a peak during this age
range, while the peak for daughters and nieces tends to appear at later ages of the Fo-
cal. These kin belong to different generations: Sisters and cousins are the contemporary
kin of the Focal, and daughters and nieces are next-generation kin. Therefore, from the
perspective of the Focal age, the peak for next-generation kin will come after the con-
temporary kin. Therefore, the Focal could theoretically get the maximum support from
the peer generation without having to provide maximum support for the next generation
during this age range. Besides, the odds of having a living mother increases from 1950
to 2010 but not so for aunts. If the Focal was born in China or India in 1950, there is a
50% chance that the Focal would lose her mother at demographically dense ages, while
this chance is less than 25% in 2010. For aunts, compared to 2010, even though the Focal
would lose more aunts in 1950, the number of living aunts still remains higher due to high
fertility.
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Figure 3: Expected number of living kin with Focal’s age in China, India,
and Japan, 1950 and 2010. The shaded area shows
demographically dense ages (ages 15 to 39)
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4. The effect of demographic transitions on kinship size

Since any demographic transition includes changes in both fertility and mortality rates,
do the two affect kinship size separately? In other words, does the simultaneous change
in vital rates have the same effect on kinship size compared to the separate change?

We construct four scenarios and present the change in kinship size under each sce-
nario during 1970–1980 to answer the above question. We define the fertility and mortal-
ity matrices in 1970 as F1970 and U1970 and those in 1980 as F1980 and U1980. If ξ is
some output from the kinship model based on a mortality–fertility combination, then each
scenario captures the difference in ξ under different mortality and fertility combinations:

Scenario 1: ξ(U1980,F1970)− ξ(U1970,F1970);

Scenario 2: ξ(U1970,F1980)− ξ(U1970,F1970);

Scenario 3: ξ(U1980,F1970)− ξ(U1970,F1970)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Scenario 1

+ ξ(U1970,F1980)− ξ(U1970,F1970)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Scenario 2

;

Scenario 4: ξ(U1980,F1980)− ξ(U1970,F1970).

According to the Kitagawa–Keyfitz decomposition (Kitagawa 1955; Keyfitz 1977; Key-
fitz and Caswell 2005), the difference in ξ in scenario 4 can be further decomposed as

ξ(U1980,F1980)− ξ(U1970,F1970)

=
1

2

ξ(U1980,F1980)− ξ(U1970,F1980) + ξ(U1980,F1970)− ξ(U1970,F1970)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Scenario 1


+

1

2

ξ(U1980,F1980)− ξ(U1980,F1970) + ξ(U1970,F1980)− ξ(U1970,F1970)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Scenario 2

 .

In our analysis, ξ is the maximum expected number of kin when the Focal is at a
demographically dense age. In scenario 1, fertility stays at the level in 1970 and only
survival changes to the level in 1980, while in scenario 2 survival stays at the level in
1970 and only fertility changes. In scenario 3, we add the changes in kinship size from
scenarios 1 and 2 to capture the effect of separate fertility and survival changes on kin-
ship size. In scenario 4, fertility and survival change simultaneously from 1970 to 1980.
After getting the maximum expected number of kin under each scenario, we compute the
change in the maximum expected number of kin by subtracting the number of kin when
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both mortality and fertility stay at the level in 1970. Figure 4 shows only the change for
living aunts and cousins. Results for other kin can be found in the Appendix (Figure A-2).

Our results first show that survival improvement leads to an increased maximum
expected number of living aunts and cousins when we focus on scenario 1 (red bars in
Figure 4). Similarly, scenario 2 (green bars) suggests that fertility is positively correlated
with the maximum expected number of living aunts and cousins. Interestingly, the results
from scenarios 3 (blue bars) and 4 (purple bars) do not perfectly match, which suggests
an interaction between fertility and mortality changes in kinship size. The difference
between the two scenarios differs from one type of kin to another in terms of magnitude
and direction. Take China as an example: The effect (absolute magnitude) of separate
fertility decline and mortality change is smaller than the effect of simultaneous change,
while both effects are larger on living cousins than on aunts. The result implies that there
may be some additional effects on kinship size due to the interactions between mortality
and fertility change that offsets part of the effect from separate changes.

Our results also show that both the absolute magnitude and the age pattern of demo-
graphic transition have an impact on kinship size. Figure 4 illustrates that the change in
kinship size is distinct for China, India, and Japan, correlated with the different magni-
tudes and age patterns of change in fertility and mortality during the corresponding time
period. To explain, consider Table 1 that shows the changes in age-specific mortality and
the levels of overall survival and female fertility in these countries from 1970 to 1980.
Using Table 1 and scenario 2 (green bars, when only fertility changes, Figure 4), we see
that the magnitude of fertility change matters to the number of kin – China has the largest
drop in fertility rate and thus the largest decrease in the kinship size. Using Table 1 and
scenario 1 (red bars, when only survival changes, Figure 4), we see that the age pattern
of mortality change matters. For example, while both China and India experienced an
increase of about 6 years in e0, China’s survival improved across all age groups, whereas
India’s survival largely improved at the young and middle ages. As a result, India has
a larger increase than China in the number of living kin. Recall that when the Focal is
at a demographically dense age, her aunts and cousins are more likely to be young or
middle-aged, so survival improvement at young and middle ages is important. For the
same reason, the increase in kinship size in Japan is far less than half of that in China and
India, even though e0 in Japan increased about half as much as in the other two countries.
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Figure 4: Change in the maximum expected number of kin when Focal is at
a demographically dense age (K), for China, India, and Japan,
1970–1980
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Table 1: Demographic changes from 1970 to 1980

Difference
Country Metric Year 1970 Year 1980 between two years

China e0 63.18 69.30 6.12

l15/l0 0.89 0.94 0.05

l60/l15 0.81 0.87 0.06

l80/l60 0.34 0.41 0.08

TFRf 2.42 1.26 −1.16

R0 2.12 1.17 −0.95

India e0 48.88 55.07 6.19

l15/l0 0.76 0.82 0.06

l60/l15 0.66 0.73 0.08

l80/l60 0.28 0.31 0.03

TFRf 2.71 2.34 −0.36

R0 1.94 1.84 −0.10

Japan e0 75.90 79.70 3.8

l15/l0 0.98 0.99 0.01

l60/l15 0.91 0.94 0.03

l80/l60 0.53 0.65 0.12

TFRf 1.07 0.88 −0.19

R0 1.04 0.87 −0.17

Source: All data is from United Nations (2019).

Now we ask a different question: How does the relative magnitude of a demographic
transition affect (1) kinship sizes among countries and (2) different types of kin within a
country?

To better compare different countries, we analyze the covariation between the per-
cent change in R0 and the percent change in kinship size. For this calculation, we use the
kinship structures and values of R0 from the survival and fertility of 21 periods. Figure
5 shows that for a given type of kin, different countries have a similar percentage change
in kinship size under the same percentage change in R0. For instance, about a 15% de-
crease in R0 results in about a 13% decline in the maximum expected number of sisters
for China, India, and Japan. That is to say, the same relative change in vital rates leads to
a similar percentage change in kinship size regardless of the initial value of R0.

We also find that demographic transition exerts different impacts on different types
of kin. According to Figure 5, the number of living mothers has a very weak response
to the change in R0. Other kin can be categorized into two groups: aunts, sisters, and
daughters have a similar response; and cousins and nieces also have a similar response,
but the response is much stronger than that of the previous group. Using the same example
as before, around 15% decrease in R0 leads to around 13% decline in the maximum
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expected number of aunts, sisters, and daughters and around 20% decline in cousins and
nieces. This finding is related to our hypotheses that these two groups of kin have different
(linear or quadratic) relationships with R0.

Figure 5: Percentage change in the maximum expected number of kin when
Focal is at a demographically dense age (K) versus percentage
change in net reproductive rate (R0) for China, India, and Japan
from 1950 to 2050
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5. A simple relation between kinship size and net reproductive rate

Finally, we test our hypotheses on kinship size vis-à-vis R0. Remember that we focus
on the number of living kin when the Focal is at a demographically dense age. Figure
6 shows that the maximum expected numbers of the Focal’s living aunts, sisters, and
daughters are all proportional to R0, with a slope close to 1. Similarly, the maximum
expected number of the Focal’s living cousins is also proportional to R0

2 with a slope
close to 1. These findings are consistent with our hypotheses and hold across countries
with different demographic transitions. So a demographic transition impacts different
types of kin differently: The impact is linear for some types of kin (e.g., aunts, sisters,
daughters) and is quadratic for other types of kin (e.g., cousins). Using China as an
example, China’s R0 for female births decreased roughly from 2 to 0.5 from 1970 to 2000,
so the maximum expected numbers of the Focal’s living aunts, sisters, and daughters
when the Focal is at a demographically dense age also decreased from 2 to 0.5. However,
the number of living cousins declined more dramatically, from 4 to 0.25.

One exception here are nieces: The maximum expected number of living nieces is
consistently lower than R0

2, and the deviation increases as R0 increases. This could
be explained by the change in the age distribution of fertility. As R0 increases, the age
distribution of fertility becomes more dispersed, thus some nieces will be born at later
ages of aunts and will not show up when the Focal is at a demographically dense age. If
we analyze the maximum expected number of living nieces across all ages of the Focal,
this number will be much closer to R0

2. Figure A-3 in the Appendix validates our as-
sumption by showing a proportionality between the maximum expected number of living
nieces across all ages of the Focal with R0

2.
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Figure 6: Maximum expected number of living kin when Focal is at a
demographically dense age (K) and net reproductive ratio (R0) for
China, India, and Japan. The gray line is a reference with slope 1

6. Discussion

In this paper, we find a simple empirical relationship between demographic transition,
quantified by the net reproductive rate R0 and the maximum size of living kin when the
Focal is at a demographically dense age (ages 15 to 39). Our findings first show that as
long as R0 remains the same, change in vital rates does not affect the expected number
of kin, such as aunts, sisters, daughters, cousins, and nieces. In other words, differ-
ent combinations of mortality and fertility rates could lead to the same kinship network.
However, when R0 has different absolute magnitudes of change, exemplified by countries
with different demographic transitions, kinship size also changes differently. Moreover,
the relationship between R0 and kinship size is different for different types of kin. We
find that when the Focal is at a demographically dense age (ages 15 to 39), the maximum
expected number of living aunts or sisters or daughters is approximately R0, indicating
a linear correlation between the two. However, the number of living cousins is approxi-
mately R0

2, which is a quadratic relationship. These two results are consistent with our
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hypotheses. The number of living nieces, on the other hand, is consistently lower than
R0

2, especially when R0 is high. This is mainly due to the fact that we focus only on the
kinship size when the Focal;s age is between 15 and 39. Some nieces would be born after
the Focal is 39 years old and are not included.

The simple relationship we find provides a decent approximation of kinship size un-
der the demographic transition. The quadratic relationship between the number of certain
kin (e.g., cousins, nieces) and the net reproductive rate is informative but not a priori obvi-
ous. Demographic transition has been a longstanding research focus across a wide range
of fields. Substantial work has studied the effects of the demographic transition on differ-
ent aspects, including population dynamics (e.g., population growth rates, size, and age
distribution) (Lee and Reher 2011), economic growth (e.g., “demographic dividends”)
(Bloom, Canning, and Sevilla 2003), and policy design (especially aiming at population
aging) (Tuljapurkar, Ogawa, and Gauthier 2010). However, the demographic transition
is also a kinship transition, as pointed out by Verdery (2015), and this aspect has not re-
ceived enough attention. Earlier work has used microsimulations to analyze changes in
numbers of kin within a single society (Murphy 2011), later extended by Verdery (2015)
to examine the impact of variation in the parameters of the transition on kinship. To the
best of our knowledge, none of these studies have established a clear quantitative rela-
tionship between demographic transition (quantified as R0) and the size of living kin at
demographically dense ages of an individual. Thus the linear (for aunts and sisters) and
quadratic (for cousins and nieces) relationships we present here provide a crucial step in
understanding the fundamental characteristics underlying kinship networks. In addition,
our focus on maximum kin numbers does not say anything about the composition (age or
otherwise) of the kin. The effects of R0 on such other aspects of the kinship network is
an open research question.

Second, we find that the initial value of R0 does not matter if we consider only the
percentage change (i.e., relative magnitude) in kinship size. When there is the same per-
centage change in R0 (or the same relative magnitude of demographic transition), kinship
size changes similarly across different countries, regardless of the characteristics of the
country. This finding is consistent with our first finding – the magnitude of R0 largely
determines the size of kin, and the change in R0 over time (relative magnitude) decides
the change in the size of kin during the same period. Of course, more generally, factors
such as socioeconomic development, culture, or governance are important determinants
of vital rates (or R0) and may affect kinship size.

Third, based on counterfactual analysis, we first show that there is an interaction
between the effects of mortality and fertility rates on kinship size. When the two rates
change independently, the effect deviates from the one when both rates change simul-
taneously. On reflection, it is obvious that kinship is affected by both factors and also
that the effects will not be additive except in very special cases. For example, when each
age group has the same proportional change in mortality and fertility, their effects can be
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additive. This linkage will make possible a deeper understanding of the direct and inter-
active effects that changing vital rates have on an individual’s kinship. Moreover, we also
find that the magnitude of fertility change and the age pattern of mortality change are key
to the dynamic of the number of kin. The same amount of change in life expectancy (e0)
could lead to different changes in kinship size depending on the age group that survival
improvements mostly happen in. For instance, the cousins of the Focal at demographi-
cally dense ages are also likely to be at a similar age, whose survival is determined by
mortality rates at young and middle ages.

Last, at demographically dense ages of the Focal, the expected number of sisters
and cousins typically peaks, while a peak for daughters and nieces is likely to appear at
later ages. The later peak for daughters and nieces (in terms of the age of the Focal) is
largely due to the fact that they are the next-generation kin of the Focal, who arrive after
the contemporary kin (e.g., sisters and cousins) from the perspective of the Focal’s age.
According to this result, the Focal could theoretically get the maximum support from the
peer generation without having to provide maximum support for the next generation. As
time goes by, the odds of having a living mother at a certain age increases from 1950 to
2010, but not so for aunts. Previous work on kinship networks has largely centered on
individuals at old ages who need support or at middle ages who experience sandwiching
pressures. Adolescents and young adults are relatively understudied in the realm of kin-
ship networks. Our study seeks to fill this gap and bring attention to the kinship networks
of individuals within this age group. Additionally, our results can be used to examine
specific age groups of the Focal. For instance, a 15-year-old Focal has a different kinship
network and experiences different important life events than a 35-year-old Focal, even
though both are at demographically dense ages. According to our result, under the vital
rates of India in 1950, compared to a 35-year-old Focal, the 15-year-old Focal has a higher
probability of having a living mother, has more living aunts and sisters, slightly fewer liv-
ing cousins, and significantly fewer living daughters and nieces. As a result, when it
comes to important life events, such as choosing a high school or learning a new skill,
an adolescent-aged individual may rely heavily on kin from previous and contemporary
generations for support and information.

Since our analyses use a time-invariant model, there is a strict assumption here: All
relatives as well as the Focal herself experience the same mortality and fertility rates of
a certain year t through their lives. That is to say, a 20-year-old daughter survives and
reproduces according to the vital rates in year t. When she becomes age 50, she is still
living according to the vital rates in year t instead of possibly different rates in a later year
(i.e., year t + 30). Generally speaking, demographic transitions lie between two limits.
One is an instant transition when fertility and mortality fall to final values immediately. In
that case, the generations after the transition will experience a new set of rates, whereas
older kin will be produced at ‘older’ rates but die at ‘newer’ rates. Another is a slow
transition when rates take several generations to change. In such a case, time dependency
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has limited effects on kinship networks. Therefore, for a country with a slow demographic
transition, the results of time-invariant and time-varying kinship models will be similar.
However, if a country is going through a rapid demographic transition, the time-invariant
approach will not accurately describe the real kinship network. In reality, demographic
transitions happen at different speeds across time periods and countries, and the effect
of such speeds on kinship networks can be captured using only a time-dependent model.
However, our goal is not to calculate the most realistic/accurate kinship networks for each
country but to use the time-invariant model to explore basic and important characteristics
underlying kinship networks. Future work may analyze the effect on kinship networks of
the speed of demographic transition, calculate a more accurate kinship network, or extend
the network to male kin by employing time-varying (Caswell and Song 2021), multistate
(Caswell 2020), and two-sex (Caswell 2022) kinship models.

Even though we focus on the demographically dense ages in our analysis, we com-
pute kinship networks at all ages of the Focal, which can be easily used to analyze kin-
ship networks of populations of other ages, such as the sandwich generation (middle-aged
adults who are caring for both elderly parents and their own children) (Miller 1981) or the
elderly. For example, previous work has analyzed old-age support from the perspective of
kinship networks using survey data, microsimulation, and macrosimulation (Jiang 1992;
Wachter 1997). Given an age range, other indicators can be used to examine the kinship
network. From our model, the output is always the expected number of kin. However,
this number has two dimensions as it changes with both ages of the Focal and of kin.
In our analysis, we focus on the maximum value across the Focal’s age while including
kin of all ages. Future work could slice the output in other ways. Given a certain age
of the Focal, kin at certain ages is more important to the Focal than kin at other ages.
For instance, when the Focal is young (18 to 20 years old), getting information regarding
college, marriage, or job from kin who are at older ages may be more important than kin
who are at similar ages.

We present the number and age structure of only certain types of kin. Future work
could extend it to other types, such as grandmothers and granddaughters. Moreover, our
analyses use summaries of the characteristics of kin by different generations– we show
that the age pattern of kin from the same generation shares similarities. It would be in-
sightful for some readers if a future study reclassifies different types of kin to present
results from another perspective. For example, Murphy (2011) divides different types
of kin into two groups – primary kin (including siblings and other vertical kin, such as
natural parents and children, grandparents, and grandchildren) and secondary kin (other
close relatives, such as nephews and nieces, aunts and uncles, and first cousins) as they
have different important functions. As time goes by, the definition of kinship networks
also evolves. Previous work has extended kinship analysis by including affinal kin (An-
dersson and Kolk 2022), step-kin (Wachter 1997), and male kin (Caswell 2022). Our
analysis could be adapted to male kin by setting the sex ratio at birth (SRB) according
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to empirical data (here we simply assume the SRB as 100 boys per 100 girls). Espe-
cially under the low fertility setting, imbalanced SRB will have a considerable impact
on kinship networks.

Demographic models all have some potentially counterfactual assumptions. The
model we use assumes that mortality and fertility schedules apply uniformly to everyone
(Caswell 2019). Therefore, we get only the expected number of kin instead of the distri-
bution of the number. Obviously, we do not expect our model to be consistent with the
results of a census or sample of a population due to factors like demographic stochas-
ticity (random outcomes of probabilities of survival and reproduction) and environmen-
tal stochasticity (random temporal variation) (Caswell 2020). However, such compar-
isons may be helpful to analyze the effect of counterfactual assumptions. Previous work
on kinship considered demographic stochasticity by implementing microsimulations for
countries, such as the United States (Reeves 1987; Wachter 1997), China (Hammel et al.
1991; Jiang 1994), and Italy (Tomassini and Wolf 2000). Earlier work by Jiang (1994)
compares microsimulations using SOCSIM with the macrosimulations of Zeng (1986)
based on vital rates of China and finds a very close agreement for a wide range of kinship
predictions. Therefore, our results, based on the formal kinship model (Caswell 2019),
could also be compared with the result from microsimulation to examine the effect of
demographic stochasticity. Moreover, when empirical data of kinship network is avail-
able (e.g. consanguineous kin by sex and birth cohort (Kolk et al. 2021) and affinal kin
by socioeconomic status (Andersson and Kolk 2022) in Sweden), future studies could
benefit from further comparing results from formal kinship model and from microsimu-
lations with empirical kinship networks. For environmental stochasticity, random matrix
methods (Tuljapurkar 2013) can be incorporated into the kinship model we use.
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Appendix

Figure A-1: The maximum expected number of kin ever born across all ages
of Focal (i.e., the eventual expected number of kin) for China,
India, and Japan from 1950 to 2050. The gray line is a reference
with slope 1
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Figure A-2: Change in the maximum expected number of kin when Focal is
at a demographically dense age (ages 15 to 39) for China, India,
and Japan, 1970–1980
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Figure A-3: The maximum expected number of living kin across all ages of
Focal (ages 0 to 95+) and net reproductive ratio R0 for China,
India, and Japan. The gray line is a reference with slope 1
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